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Abstract: Indashyikirwa is a Rwandan intimate partner violence (IPV) prevention program being implemented by CARE International Rwanda, Rwanda Women’s Network (RWN), and Rwanda Men’s Resource Centre (RWAMREC). A central aspect of the programme is a 20-session curriculum for heterosexual couples designed to support healthy, non-violent relationships. This paper draws on qualitative interviews with 15 couples (before and after the curriculum) and 9 field staff to assess couples’ impressions, comprehension of, and engagement with this innovative training. Thematic analysis was conducted to compare key findings from both data sources. Couples and staff offered positive assessments of the curriculum including the contextual relevance, the participatory approach, and a high level of dedication to the training was shown by the majority of couples. Many couples appreciated being trained together, and although some men dominated the first few sessions, participation gradually became more gender-balanced, and facilitators emphasized creating a safe environment for equal participation. Curriculum content that was initially resisted or difficult reportedly became easier through couples learning and trying new skills and experiencing relationship benefits first-hand, which emphasizes the value of the skills building component and take home exercises. Important insights for couples-based, educational approaches to IPV prevention are identified from this process review.
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1. Background

Intimate partner violence (IPV), which includes physical or sexual forms of violence, psychological, and economic abuse within intimate relationships (Buzawa and Buzawa 2013), is the most common form of violence against women, with 30% of women globally experiencing it during their lifetime (Devries et al. 2013). Interventions responding to IPV have traditionally sought to establish support services for victims and improve the criminal and health sector responses (Abramsky et al. 2012). Yet, there has been a more recent emphasis on interventions that prevent IPV. A promising IPV prevention approach is participatory group education to support individuals to identify the risk factors and consequences of IPV, and gain self-efficacy to prevent and respond to IPV (Campbell et al. 2012). Drawing on Freire (1973) concept of ‘critical consciousness,’ individuals are encouraged to interrogate gendered and social norms that underlie IPV and inequitable relations and develop alternative norms promoting non-violence. Interventions that are ‘gender transformative’ for aiming to shift harmful gender norms have been found to reduce underlying attitudes of or levels of IPV (Heise 2011; Slegh et al. 2013; Fulu et al. 2014). A review conducted by the World Health Organization, and London...
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (2010) suggested that the most successful curriculum programmes to prevent IPV address gender norms and inequitable power dynamics; equip participants with skills to make healthy choices and improve conflict resolution; and implement the intervention for a minimum of six months.

Yet, difficult social contexts have been found to hinder the ability of small group education beneficiaries to maintain greater awareness and changed attitudes if their broader environment is not addressed (Campbell and Cornish 2010; Gibbs et al. 2015). This is particularly the case for IPV prevention efforts with women, given that women living in marginal economic and social conditions are more vulnerable to IPV (Kim et al. 2007). Evidence suggests that women who are dependent on a husband or male partner for financial security have reduced capacity to leave an abusive relationship (Buzawa and Buzawa 2013; Kaukinen et al. 2013). There is increasing verification of the value to combine such curriculum approaches with women’s economic empowerment activities (Verma et al. 2006; Slegh et al. 2013). For instance, an evaluation of Stepping Stones, a sexual and reproductive health communication and relationship skills training implemented with men and women in the rural Eastern Cape of South Africa, found men’s perpetration of IPV reduced after 24 months; however, there was no sustained impact on women’s experiences of violence (Jewkes et al. 2008). One explanation for this was women’s high economic dependency on men (Jewkes et al. 2010). Stepping Stones was subsequently combined with the intervention Creating Futures, which aims to strengthen young women and men’s livelihoods in informal settlements. An evaluation of this piloted programme found women and men had more gender-equitable attitudes, men reduced controlling behaviours towards partners, women felt less controlled by their partners and experienced less sexual and/or physical IPV (Jewkes et al. 2014). Another prominent example is the IMAGE intervention in South Africa, an IPV and HIV prevention programme which combined gender training with microfinance activities, and revealed a 55% reduction in reported rates of IPV after two years (Pronyk et al. 2006).

Most economic empowerment initiatives in the Global South focus on women, yet in many settings, household decision-making continues to be dominated by men (Edström et al. 2015). Men who perceive themselves as economically marginalized can be more prone to commit IPV as a way to achieve some form of respect (Slegh et al. 2013; Gibbs et al. 2014). In some settings, men may consider women’s income-generating activities as a threat to their provider roles (Slegh et al. 2013), which can be a trigger for conflict or IPV. It is, thus, vital to engage men in gender transformative efforts in support of women’s economic empowerment. For instance, Journeys of Transformation (JoT) established by Promundo, CARE International Rwanda and Rwanda Men’s Resource Centre (RWAMREC) implemented a programme with men whose partners were active VSLA (village savings and loan association) members in order to foster their support of women’s economic empowerment and improve household dynamics. The programme drew on CARE’s (2012) assessment of the Rwanda VSLAs, which found that many men were controlling the function of the groups and money, and a significant proportion of women did not feel confident to make decisions about a loan without their husband’s approval. Men participated in 16 participatory sessions in groups and as couples, and a case controlled evaluation found the training reduced household-level poverty, had a positive impact on partners’ collaboration around household and care work activities, partner and family relations, and decision-making, although it was difficult to confirm reduced IPV (Slegh et al. 2013).

Curriculum and livelihood strengthening approaches are restricted by the fact that change is supported only among those directly involved in the intervention. This is a limitation given the increasing recognition of the need to address the interplay of personal, situational and socio-cultural factors influencing IPV (Heise 2011; Abramsky et al. 2012; Kyegombe et al. 2014). Community mobilization strategies to prevent IPV are critical as when significant masses of people change their beliefs and behaviors, social norms can change, which reinforces the behaviour changes of individuals and families. Moreover, without ongoing activism around IPV prevention, social norms that condone IPV or regulate it to the private domain, are likely to be maintained (Abramsky et al. 2012). SASA! is a community mobilization IPV and HIV prevention intervention designed by Raising Voices, piloted
in Kampala, Uganda, and now implemented in a wide range of countries globally. SASA! supports community members and diverse stakeholders, including government and service providers to engage in activism to prevent violence against women and HIV by changing social norms to balance power between men and women. SASA! is critically rooted in individual behaviour change theory and phased incrementally according to Knowledge, Attitudes, Behaviours and Skills. It uniquely identifies positive alternatives to IPV, and recognizes the multiple ways that power imbalances play out beyond a typical focus on gender roles (Kyegombe et al. 2014). This diverges from IPV prevention educational approaches that provide content without strong links to behaviour change, negate the emphasis on behaviours and skills building for healthy relationships, or solely focus on how and why IPV is problematic. A rigorous evaluation indicated that SASA! generated significant shifts in gender norms related to IPV, and found a 52% reduction in past-year experience of physical IPV among women (Abramsky et al. 2012; Kyegombe et al. 2014).

In summary, while curriculum approaches to prevent IPV are auspicious, there is emerging evidence of the value to ground these approaches in behaviour change theory, with an emphasis on skills building and constructive alternatives to IPV. In many settings, there is also a need to combine curriculum approaches with strategies to empower women economically, in ways that engage both men and women, and in combination with efforts to shift social norms and power imbalances through community mobilization or activism. Couples IPV prevention programming critically engages men and confronts household gender and power dynamics that may constrain women’s economic empowerment, which may also contribute to addressing women’s vulnerability to IPV. Such principles were considered for the development of the Indashyikirwa couples curriculum.

2. Study Setting and Couples Curriculum

Indashyikirwa, which means “agents for change” in Kinyarwanda, is a four year (2014–2018) IPV prevention programme, funded by DFID Rwanda and being implemented by CARE International Rwanda, Rwanda Women’s Network (RWN) and RWAMREC across 14 sectors in three Rwandan provinces. The programme focuses on preventing IPV, for being one of the most prevalent forms of violence against women in Rwanda. According to the 2014/2015 Demographic and Health Survey, an estimated 20.7% of women aged 15–49 reported having experienced physical or sexual violence by any husband/partner in the past 12 months, and 40% of ever married women reported ever experiencing emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence by their intimate partner. A key component of the Indashyikirwa programme, and the focus of this paper, is the couples curriculum. The curriculum used CARE’s village savings and loans associations (VSLAs) as an entry point (whereby at least one partner of a couple had to be an active VSLA member) of an interactive curriculum implemented with 840 heterosexual couples who were married or had been living together for at least six months. It is important to note that the VSLAs engage individuals from poor socio-economic backgrounds, which represents the majority of couples recruited for the curriculum. The participatory curriculum was designed to help couples positively transform power imbalances in their lives and relationships, equip couples to critically identify and manage triggers of IPV and build skills for equitable, non-violent relationships. The curriculum drew on adaptations and lessons learned from JoT and SASA!, with the latter’s emphasis on positive (‘power to’, ‘power with’, ‘power within’) and negative (‘power over’) types and uses of power, and the benefits of non-violence and gender equity. The curriculum was structured along knowledge, attitudes, skills and behaviours and moved incrementally from intensive self-reflection to eventual actions to be taken at a community level. With support from an international consultant with expertise in SASA! and curriculum design, and the impact evaluation

---

1 Sectors are the third level administrative subdivision in Rwanda. The Provinces of Rwanda are subdivided into 30 districts, and each district is in turn divided into sectors, totaling 416 sectors.
team, the implementation partners adapted and developed the curriculum for the Rwandan context and participants.

The curriculum had 20 sessions, which included foundational concepts of power and gender; rights and realities; causes, consequences, and managing triggers of violence including alcohol use, jealousy and economic inequalities; gender roles in the household; foundations of healthy relationships; introduction to activism and providing empowering responses to survivors of gender based violence (GBV) in order to minimize their sense of shame or stigma. The training included take-home exercises for couples to consolidate and strengthen their learning, and offered skills building in key areas around triggers of IPV. Before implementation, the curriculum was pre-tested in one location from August–September 2015. One CARE Rwanda staff member and one to two external researchers, including the first author, observed each session. After each session, focus groups were conducted separately with male and female participants, facilitated by same-sex interviewers, and interviews were conducted with each RWAMREC facilitator, to assess their impressions and understanding of the sessions. Daily notes were compiled documenting insights around participant engagement, comprehension and quality of activities, which were compiled into weekly memos with key recommendations for refining the approach and content of the curriculum.

Across 28 sites, the curriculum was implemented with 15 couples, once a week, from November 2016 to May 2017. To cover transport costs and the time involved, each partner of a couple was paid RWF 2000 (approximately $2.50 USD) per session. Each session lasted 3 h on average and was facilitated by a male and female RWAMREC facilitator. The value of having two facilitators of both genders was a critical lesson identified from pre-testing the curriculum. Prior to implementation and pre-testing of the curriculum, RWAMREC staff completed a two-week intensive training on the curriculum content and approach, including participatory methodologies and ensuring safe spaces for equal participation. At this training, staff practiced implementing curriculum sessions and modified them before the pre-test with community members. Each staff member had the opportunity to practice facilitating at least one session during the curriculum pre-test. All of the facilitators also had at least a few years of previous facilitation experience.

The couples curriculum is situated within the wider Indashyikirwa programme, which works to support an ‘enabling environment’ for change. Approximately 25% of individuals who completed the curriculum were further trained and are mentored by RWAMREC staff to engage community members on what they had learned using creative materials and outreach activities for an additional 22 months. In November 2015, RWN trained approximately 40 opinion leaders (e.g., local leaders, religious leaders, service providers, legal professionals) per intervention sector to encourage self-reflection on gender and power and promote more effective action on IPV prevention and response. Over the course of the intervention, RWN staff members meet with trained opinion leaders on a quarterly basis where they discuss their progress on actions committed to for IPV prevention and response, and plan ongoing efforts. In each intervention sector, RWN has implemented women’s safe spaces, which are staffed by facilitators, drawn from women living in the intervention communities, who were trained to provide safe spaces for women to discuss experiences of IPV and gender inequality, educate women about their rights, and refer or accompany women who wish to report abuse or seek health or social services. These facilitators are also supported to engage in wider level advocacy on women’s rights and IPV prevention.

3. Research Objective

This paper presents data from two rounds of interviews conducted with the same sub-set of couples in November 2015 (before enrolling in the couples curriculum), and in May 2016 (directly after completing the couples curriculum), as well as with RWAMREC staff in May 2016 to assess the process of this innovative couples curriculum. Key areas presented are couples’ impressions of the training, comprehension, and engagement of couples, and facilitators’ experiences of implementation. In May 2017, the same subset of couples were interviewed to assess longer-term impacts of the
curriculum, and there is an ongoing RCT to assess the programme impact among couples. Valuable insights for the field of curriculum approaches to IPV prevention are nonetheless identified from this process review of the Indashyikirwa couples curriculum.

4. Methods

Interviews were conducted with couples in 3 of the 15 intervention sectors (Rurembo Sector, Western Province; Gacaca Sector, Northern Province; Gishari Sector, Eastern Province), which were purposefully selected to represent a diversity of environments including rural, urban and peri-urban locations. Thirty couples (10 in each of the three sectors) were interviewed after enrolling, but before starting the curriculum. A female and male Rwandan qualitative researcher external to the programme conducted interviews with female and male partners of couples separately. Interviews assessed their expectations of the curriculum, expectations of their partners, difficulties in their relationships, communication, and conflict resolution strategies. If either member of the couple mentioned violence, they were asked what started that episode of violence, how frequently it tends to happen, whether they have ever sought support, and if so from who including friends, family, health, or legal services. Twenty-eight couples (due to one couple being lost to follow up) were interviewed after completion of the curriculum to understand their immediate reflections and the influence of the training on them personally and in their relationships. For each interview, participants were given RWF 2000 as a token of appreciation. All interviews were conducted in Kinyarwanda, audio-recorded, and took place in preferred, private locations for interviewees. To triangulate the couples’ perspectives, interviews were conducted with six RWAMREC field officers and three RWAMREC field supervisors across all intervention sectors to assess the successes and challenges of the curriculum. Participants’ engagement with the sessions and facilitators’ management of the groups was also assessed. These interviews were conducted in English by the first author and detailed notes were taken to capture responses.

Ethical approval to undertake the study was obtained from the Rwandan National Ethics Committee (RNEC) (REF:340/RNEC/2015), the National Institute of Statistics Rwanda (REF: 0738/2015/10/NISR), the South Africa Medical Research Council and the London School of Hygiene. Before each interview, written informed consent was obtained from participants in adherence with the ethical approval guidelines given by the respective review boards. Information on the aims, risks, and benefits of the research was provided to all participants during the informed consent process. All interviewees were made aware of their guaranteed confidentiality, no identifying information has been used, and quotes from couples are coded (see Table 1 for code descriptions and demographic information of couples). Among couples, the researchers emphasized that nothing would be shared with their partners.

Table 1. Demographics of couples interviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (at Time of Midline Interview)</th>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Relationship Duration (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC01W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC01W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC02W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC02W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC03W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC03W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC04W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Role of Couple</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (at Time of Midline Interview)</th>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Relationship Duration (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC04W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC05W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC05W</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Western Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC01N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC01N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC02N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC02N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC03N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC03N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC04N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC04N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC05N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC05N</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Northern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC01E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC01E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC02E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC02E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC03E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC03E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC04E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC04E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Formally Married</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC05E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC05E</td>
<td>Partner of Couple</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Eastern Province</td>
<td>Informally Married</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During field collection with couples, the first author and qualitative researchers debriefed on a daily basis to record notes on impressions, contextual details, and non-verbal expressions, which were used for the analysis. The interviews conducted in Kinyarwanda were translated and transcribed verbatim directly into English. After carefully reading the transcripts from staff and couples, a preliminary coding structure was established by the first author to analyse the data systematically. Data were then further coded using principles of thematic analysis with the assistance of NVIVO 10 software (QSR International 2010, Melbourne, Australia). An additional transcriber also coded a small sub-set of the transcripts from the interviews with couples using NVIVO 10 and inter-coder agreement was found to be 95%. The first author regularly workshopped the emerging findings with senior Indashyikirwa
programme staff, including the second author, who played a critical role in verifying the analysis and interpretation of the data.

5. Findings

Impressions of the Couples Curriculum

Appreciation of Curriculum Content and Approach

Overall, couples and staff positively evaluated the curriculum. Couples especially appreciated the participatory approach, relevance of the content, and the skilled facilitators. There was extremely high retention and regular attendance at the sessions, indicative of couples’ ongoing commitment and interest, as expressed by one male partner of a couple: “I agreed with everything and I even wished there are more lessons. I didn’t absent myself even once, even when I was ill I could come.” (MC05EM) The positive and inspiring approach, with the intention to improve relationships, was highly appreciated by couples. A field supervisor reflected on how the sequential design of the curriculum and relevant topics supported such active participation:

“The way these sessions were aligned for starting the journey: the concept of power, triggers of violence, overcoming excessive alcohol, gender, sexuality, all these concepts were logically answering their questions to the extent that no one could dare to miss a session because every day was a hit.”

A few staff members and several partners of couples commended being trained as couples. One field officer noted how this supported their active participation: “they really liked how they were trained as couples, being with their partner, and taking time to be together. This helped them to be encouraged, to participate in the training.” One male partner of a couple remarked how rare it was to be trained as couples: “this training helped us so much because this was my first time to see a married couple attend a training, being together, a training that talks to both of them.” (MC02WM) Many couples found it helpful to identify common triggers and consequences of IPV and to learn skills to manage such triggers. Indeed, the skills-building component of the curriculum to strengthen relationships was highly appreciated. For instance, couples reported the value of learning and practicing conflict resolution skills, constructive criticism, open communication, and asking for forgiveness for previous conflicts. A few couples and staff also shared couples’ appreciation of learning community IPV prevention and response skills including how to actively listen and provide non-judgmental responses to those experiencing IPV, and more safely intervene in conflict or violence.

Staff members and couples concurred that both men and women strongly related to the foundational concept of positive and negative types of power, and the linkages between ‘power over’ and the various types of IPV (economic, emotional, physical, sexual): “the lesson that I see that has been the most useful and that he talks about often is the lesson about power. The problem of power was about to destroy our marriage as he thought he was holding all the power.” (FC01NM) Some female partners of couples and a few staff members discussed how women’s self-confidence improved through learning about their power within:

“Now I openly speak out and I use the power that I have in me and I feel there is something that I can do to make my family developed. That is a very big thing”. (FC04EM)

A few staff members and female partners of couples expressed women’s appreciation for the session on gender roles in the home for indicating the responsibilities women typically bear and for valuing such work. A few staff members and several partners of couples reported that the session on rights and laws was particularly engaging and accessible: “rights and realities was relevant because

\[\text{M = Midline Interview.}\]
it dealt with land and IPV laws which concerns everyone in these areas and were not complex or abstract issues related to laws.” (Field Supervisor). Women in particular appreciated learning about their rights, including to property and to live free of IPV. Several couples appreciated learning the value of and practicing communication and joint decision-making around finances. This could lead to greater household development, and for some couples, greater use of and improved access to the VSLAs, highlighting the links with the micro-finance component of the curriculum:

“I used to feel I had to be the one to say how to spend money and that my wife didn’t have a say because she had not worked for that money. But after having seen that when I go to work my wife does other housework, we put together what we have both done, we put the money at the bank or at the VSLAs since we are members of the group. We learned to save and how to spend the rest of the money. That has helped us.” (MC01WM)

Initial Disagreement with Curriculum Content

Curriculum components that some couples did not initially appreciate or disagreed with were identified. A few staff members and several partners of couples noted how some men and women were initially reluctant to men sharing household and domestic duties due to concerns that men cannot perform tasks assigned for women, that this reflects badly on women, and/or husbands could be stigmatized for performing such duties. Yet, staff and couples spoke of testimonies of gradual changes in this domain. One field officer asserted how through trying new activities, and experiencing the household benefits, some couples’ attitudes and practices shifted, indicative of the value of the skills building curriculum component:

“They are just reluctant because they have never tried it; it is something really new. But when they tried it they liked it. The women realized they cannot do this all on their own. The men realized it is good for the family for them to help.”

Many field officers and several male partners of couples discussed the struggle for men to reduce their alcohol use, related to the social expectations for men to drink regularly, but noted that this became easier upon realizing the costs of harmful drinking, and the financial and relationship benefits of minimizing this:

“After drinking I felt, I am a man and I would commit violence against my wife but after having studied about alcohol, I realized it prevents me from reaching any household development. Now I am no longer a drunkard. I am now a person who builds his family and my family has noticed that I have changed. We became Indashyikirwa.” (MC04NM)

A few male partners of couples reported initially disagreeing about sharing resource and property decisions with their wives, but becoming more supportive upon realizing the economic benefits and women’s rights to such decision-making under the law. A few male partners of couples and field officers reported men’s initial struggle to consider their power over women as problematic, or thought the sessions were teaching women to have power over men. However, this could shift through identifying the benefits of balancing power, and that both men and women can use power positively and negatively. As one field officer noted:

“Men were asking negatively ‘what is this? They want women to be above us. But after every single session, you see men start to be open and realize how they were using power over, they thought it was their right as men to give directions to their families, go out and drink, do whatever they want, and come home late.”

A few staff members, male and female partners of couples noted their initial resistance to the notion that women can initiate sex or that men do not have the right to always have sex with their wives. Yet, some attitude shift was reported after reflecting on the benefits of consensual sex and open
communication about sex, learning about the legal rights to consensual sex, and the consequences of non-consensual sex:

“I felt sex was my responsibility alone and that whenever I needed to have sexual intercourse I had that right. Our culture and society tells us that a wife has to wait for what you give her; you are the one to decide what she needs. But after starting these trainings, I discovered many things that we have been ignoring because of our culture that we copied from our ancestors. I learnt that my wife also has a right to initiate sexual intercourse, which was something new for me.” (MC03EM)

A field officer noted the importance of encouraging participatory discussions when participants disagreed with certain content: “we use participatory methods. If we respond I can confuse them and they say ‘it is because you are a facilitator.’ If one asks a question, I ask another who can respond.”

6. Curriculum Comprehension

Curriculum Comprehension Successes

Overall, the curriculum was said to be highly comprehensive amongst the participants. One field officer asserted how the pre-test of the curriculum improved the translations from English into Kinyarwanda, which supported couples’ understanding. The methods used within the curriculum, which were carefully designed for use in the Rwandan context were also said to aid comprehension, which was appropriate for the relatively low educational backgrounds of most participants: “we had some couples who could not read or write but the way the sessions are delivered and the steps of each session and how they follow each other with part one and part two is helpful for understanding.” (Field Supervisor). One female partner of a couple reflected how completing the training with her husband supported their joint understanding as a couple:

“When there is a lesson that one of us didn’t understand, we explain it to each other. We have the same perception because we both followed all the lessons.” (FC04NM)

Both staff and couples concurred that the take home exercises equipped couples’ understanding:

“When we came for the next lesson, we first answered the questions we were given in the homework so even the one who had not understood had an opportunity to understand. So there is no lesson I didn’t understand.” (FC05EM)

Curriculum Comprehension Challenges

Many staff members noted that at the beginning of the curriculum some participants, especially men, were not completing the take home exercises because of having limited time together as couples, or not feeling comfortable with the exercises if they involved reading or writing. Staff members discussed how the completion of take-home exercises improved through asking participants to give feedback and reflect on the benefits of the exercises at the beginning of each session, informing them they did not have to write down these exercises, and asking those who were not completing the exercises to indicate why. Curriculum concepts that some couples and staff members identified as difficult to initially understand and/or enact included the distinction of gender and sex, concepts of activism and ways to provide empowering responses to GBV survivors such as being validating, inclusive, and giving options instead of advice, and details and sentences of the laws introduced. Yet, the majority of couples and staff conceded that the participatory approach, for encouraging critical thinking, personal testimonies, and ongoing discussion and debate, improved their understanding over the duration of the curriculum.

7. Co-Facilitation and Counselling

All of the staff expressed the significant value of co-facilitation to better support illiterate couples, give each other feedback on their facilitation skills, allow one facilitator to privately respond to
participants’ emotional distress, and to ensure completion of the sessions. A few field officers discussed how many participants appreciated having a male and female facilitator, which was helpful for encouraging equal participation from men and women, separating men and women for some activities, and since couples often preferred to seek counselling from facilitators of the same sex. Indeed, the majority of field officers reported being asked to offer individual and couples counselling, which was attributed to the sensitive content, and the close relationships they built with couples. As one field supervisor reflected: “When I did field visits with the field officers I found they knew each couple; their problems, their weaknesses, their strengths. It was very positive to see that.” Some field officers discussed offering couples referrals for further counselling to the Indashyikirwa women’s safe spaces, which were established to offer support to individuals experiencing IPV, refer and accompany individuals to health, legal, and social services, as needed. Two field supervisors asserted that field officers require more support in this domain given the extent of counselling requested by couples, and one field supervisor suggested having a professional counsellor available: “Some couples were referred to women’s space, they accept this referral, but we do not have a follow up. It may be difficult for them to go. They need more support.”

8. Engagement of Couples

There was general consensus by staff and couples of the safe spaces created at the curriculum sessions, and how couples were generally open about personal experiences. One female partner of a couple remarked that such openness helped couples better understand each other:

“Because we were in a secure and discrete place, everyone was free to say what he/she thinks. Because everyone freely said what was on his/her mind, everyone went back at his/her home knowing what his/her partner likes and dislikes.” (FC01WM)

A field supervisor and a few partners of couples reflected how couples in each group developed close relationships and some supported each other with relationship difficulties. Several field officers related how male partners of couples tended to dominate the first few curriculum sessions, and women were more intimidated to speak in front of their partners, yet this became more balanced over time through emphasizing balancing power, safe spaces, and encouraging women’s active participation. A few staff members noted that separating men and women for some activities was helpful for encouraging women’s active participation, particularly for more taboo topics such as sexuality. However, one field officer noted that couples in her group requested to stay together and that “we did not separate after that. The women would talk about everything in front of their husbands.” A few field officers reflected on the challenge for women with young babies to wholly participate in the sessions. A few staff members indicated that older participants could be more resistant to content around changing gender roles and norms: “The old men said ‘how can I prepare a bed, even the woman can think I am mad?!’ Please engage the young ones. For us we can’t now change.” (Field Supervisor). Despite these identified challenges, staff generally concurred that participatory techniques, including inviting those who are quiet to contribute to the group discussions, and emphasizing that there are no right or wrong answers, helped ensure active participation from all participants.

9. Limitations

As the data is based on the perceptions of couples and staff immediately after completing the curriculum, the responses may be limited by social biases. This may especially be the case among couples for being reluctant to critique a programme they benefited from. It was however emphasized that the researchers were external to the programme, and the same researchers conducted the baseline and midline interviews with couples, which was helpful for building rapport.
10. Discussion

The findings speak to the value of interviewing both partners of couples, which is relatively uncommon in IPV prevention research, although there have been recent calls for this (Davis et al. 2012; Wadsworth and Markman 2012; Starmann et al. 2017). The findings further identify the importance of interviewing curriculum implementers, perspectives that are often neglected by impact evaluations. The interviews with staff generated insights into the ‘how to’ of the curriculum, including how to engage participants meaningfully, enhance their comprehension, encourage completion of the take-home exercises, and the value of co-facilitation. They also highlighted the need to equip facilitators with basic counselling awareness, understandings of vicarious trauma, and provided opportunities for regular debriefs.

This process review illustrates the importance of allowing time and external support for adaptation of such curricula. Indashyikirwa had a one-year inception phase to develop and pre-test the curriculum, as well as the underlying theory of change and broader programme design. This inception period allowed time to draw on core characteristics responsible for effective programmes (JoT, SASA!), and develop the curriculum to be appropriate for the participants, considering their developmental level, cultural norms, language, literacy, etc. These preliminary findings solidify the appropriateness, relevance, and accessibility of the curriculum topics. Pre-testing the curriculum supported this process, generated important insights relevant to successful implementation, and additionally developed staff’s capacity to use a participatory approach, and ensure safe spaces to equally engage participants. The strong comprehension and dedication of couples was highly attributed to the participatory approach and quality facilitation skills of the staff.

Couples especially appreciated the rarity of being trained together, and having the opportunity to better understand and implement what they learned in their relationships. Other studies have found engaging couples can be more effective than separating men and women to equip change in relationships and reduce IPV (El-Bassel and Wechsberg 2012; Starmann et al. 2017). Mixed-group educational efforts can model equitable gender relations, mobilise men’s care for the women and girls in their lives, and enhance their accountability to women (Anderson and Whiston 2005). A further emerging insight from the data is couples’ appreciation of a positive, inspiring approach to build healthy, equitable relationships. The skills building component and use of take home exercises helped couples apply and often benefit from learnings and mitigate resistance to certain topics. This finding reinforces an assessment among a sub-set of couples exposed to SASA! in Uganda, which suggested the value of leaning relationship skills for conflict and IPV prevention (Starmann et al. 2017). The concept of positive and negative types and uses of power appears to be fundamental to the process of change for couples to identify causes and consequences of various forms of IPV, and support their ability to prevent and respond to IPV in their own relationships and within their communities. Overall, this preliminarily review of the curriculum speaks to the value of couples, educational approaches that emphasize the benefits of positive alternatives to IPV, equip couples with skills for building healthy, non-violent relationships, and are rooted in a broad understanding of a multitude of power imbalances.
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